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Abstract
Given a matrix quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 we com-
pletely characterize the feedback invariants of the matrix pair
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
for all possible selections of matrices X 2 Fn1n2 and Y 2 Fn2n2 . Ó 1999 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and notations
Let F be an arbitrary field, Fs the ring of polynomials in s with coecients
in F, and let Fmn and Fsmn denote the set of m n matrices over F and Fs,
respectively. We will use greek letters to denote polynomials and d: will stand
for degree.
The feedback equivalence of matrix pairs was defined in Ref. [3] as follows
(see also Refs. [10,11] for a definition of the equivalent concept of Block
Similarity): Two matrix pairs A1;B1; A2;B2 2 Fnn  Fnm are said to be
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feedback equivalent or block similar if there are nonsingular matrices P 2 Fnn
and Q 2 Fmm and a matrix R 2 Fmn such that
A2;B2  PA1Pÿ1  PB1R; PB1Q:
A complete system of invariants for this equivalence relation is provided by
the controllability indices and the invariant factors. The controllability indices
and invariant factors of A;B are, respectively, the column minimal indices
and invariant factors of the singular pencil sIn ÿ A B (see Ref. [8]). Actually,
it is possible to prove ([11]) that this pencil has neither row minimal indices or
infinite elementary divisors.
In this paper we will deal with the following problem:
Problem. Given a matrix quadruple
A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 ;
under what (necessary and sucient) conditions do there exist matrices X 2
Fn1n2 and Y 2 Fn2n2 such that the matrix pair
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
has previously prescribed controllability indices and invariant factors?
There is twofold motivation for considering this problem. First, from a
purely algebraic point of view this is a completion problem that falls into an
area that is becoming classical (see among other significant references [6,17,22–
24,26]). Second, some important problems on pole placement in Control
Theory, like the famous Rosenbrock’s theorem ([21]) can be seen as completion
problems and they have attracted the attention of researchers in the field of
Linear Systems Theory (see for example Refs. [15,19] and the references
therein).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will be dedicated to introduce
the basic concepts and results that will be necessary in the proofs, and in
Section 3 we will present a solution for the posed problem.
2. Preliminary results
There is a very close relationship between matrix quadruples and singular
pencils. In fact, if sE ÿ H 2 Fsnm is a matrix pencil then we can associate it
with a matrix quadruple as follows: let n1  rank E and P 2 Fnn and Q 2 Fmm
nonsingular matrices such that
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PEQ  In1 0
0 0
 
:
Partition PHQ accordingly:
PHQ  B1 B3
B2 B4
 
:
Thus a matrix quadruple B1;B2;B3;B4 is defined that will be called a qua-
druple representation of sE ÿ H .
Conversely, associated to a given quadruple
A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 ;
we can define what we will call its characteristic singular pencil:
sIn1 ÿ A1 ÿA3
ÿA2 ÿA4
 
2 Fsn1n2n1n3:
Two matrix quadruples A1;A2;A3;A4 and A01;A2;A03;A04, are said to be
equivalent if (see for example Refs. [12,4]) there are nonsingular matrices
U  P R
O Q
 
; V  P
ÿ1 O
S T
 
;
with P 2 Fn1n1 , Q 2 Fn2n2 and T 2 Fn3n3 such that
U  A1 A3
A2 A4
 
V  A
0
1 A
0
3
A02 A
0
4
" #
:
It turns out that two matrix quadruples are equivalent if and only if their
corresponding characteristic singular pencils are strictly equivalent. Therefore
quadruple representations of a matrix pencil are unique up to equivalence. This
equivalence relation has been studied by several authors. Significant papers,
among others, are [4,12,13,18,20,25] where complete systems of invariants and
canonical forms are exhibited. Namely, as one can see for example in Refs.
[4,12], a complete system of invariants for the equivalence of matrix quadruples
is given by the column and row minimal indices and the finite and infinite el-
ementary divisors of the corresponding characteristic singular pencil, to be
called from now on column and row minimal indices and finite and infinite
elementary divisors of the quadruple. One can also prove (see the above ref-
erences) that if e1 P    P eq > eq1      epq  1, c1 P    P cr > cr1 
    cn3ÿpÿq  0, f1 P    P fs > fs1      fn2ÿpÿq  0, are the exponents of
the infinite elementary divisors, the column minimal indices and the row
minimal indices of the quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3 
Fn2n3 then this is equivalent to Ac1;Ac2;Ac3;Ac4 where
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and
C  DiagfC1; . . . ;Crg; Ci 
0 Iciÿ1
0 0
 
2 Fcici ; 16 i6 r;
D  DiagfD1; . . . ;Dqg; Di 
0 Ieiÿ2
0 0
 
2 Feiÿ1eiÿ1; 16 i6 q;
R  DiagfR1; . . . ;Rsg; Ri 
0 Ifiÿ1
0 0
 
2 Ffifi ; 16 i6 s;
E  DiagfE1; . . . ;Erg; Ei  0; . . . ; 0; 1t 2 Fci1; 16 i6 r;
F  DiagfF1; . . . ; Fqg; Fi  0; . . . ; 0; 1t 2 Feiÿ11; 16 i6 q;
G  DiagfG1; . . . ;Gqg; Gi  1; 0; . . . ; 0 2 F1eiÿ1; 16 i6 q;
H  DiagfH1; . . . ;Hsg; Hi  1; 0; . . . ; 0 2 F1ri ; 16 i6 s;
and N is the rational form (or first normal form, see Ref. [8]) associated to the
nontrivial invariant factors (i.e. dierent from one) of the quadruple (which are
those of the associated characteristic singular pencil as a polynomial matrix). It
should be noticed that the number of nonzero invariant factors of
A1;A2;A3;A4 is the rank of its characteristic singular pencil, and this number
is n1  p  q.
The following result, whose proof is immediate, says that in dealing with the
posed problem we can assume without loss of generality that the given matrix
quadruple is in canonical form.
Lemma 2.1. Let A1;A2;A3;A4; A01;A02;A03;A04 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3 
Fn2n3 be two equivalent matrix quadruples, and let k1 P    P kn3 , c1 j . . . j cn1n2
be nonnegative and monic polynomials, respectively. Then there exist matrices
X 2 Fn1n2 and Y 2 Fn2n2 such that
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A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 and c1; . . . ; cn1n2 as controllability indices and invariant factors if
and only if there exist matrices X 0 2 Fn1n2 and Y 0 2 Fn2n2 such that
A01 X
0
A02 Y
0
" #
;
A03
A04
" # !
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 and c1; . . . ; cn1n2 as controllability indices and invariant factors.
The information about the finite and infinite elementary divisors of a given
quadruple can be summarized in the homogeneous invariant factors of the
matrix quadruple. These are, actually, the homogeneous invariant factors of its
characteristic singular pencil. In general, if sE ÿ H is a matrix pencil its ho-
mogeneous invariant factors are the invariant factors of the homogeneous
pencil sE ÿ tH . Some remarkable properties of these polynomials that we will
use later are (see for example Ref. [7]):
(i) If a1s; t j . . . j ars; t are the homogeneous invariant factors of sE ÿ H ,
r  ranksE ÿ H, then a1s; 1 j . . . j ars; 1 are its (nonhomogeneous) in-
variant factors.
(ii) The infinite elementary divisor of sE ÿ H are the homogeneous invariant
factors of the form tei , e1; . . . ; ep being the exponents of the infinite elementary
divisors of the matrix pencil.
(iii) If e1 P    P ep and a1 j . . . j ar are, respectively the exponents of the
infinite elementary divisor and the (nonhomogeneous) invariant factors of sE ÿ
H then r P p and arÿi1s; t  tei tdarÿi1arÿi1s=t are its homogeneous in-
variant factors, where we agree that ei : 0 for i > p.
From now on when saying ‘‘invariant factors’’ we will mean the ‘‘nonho-
mogeneous’’ invariant factors.
Recall (see Ref. [16] for example) that a polynomial f s; t 2 Fs; t is ho-
mogeneous if and only if f xs; xt  xdf f s; t for all x 2 F. Also if f s; t is
homogeneous then each of its divisors is homogeneous. Bearing in mind these
two properties the following results, that we will use later on, are easy to prove:
Lemma 2.2. Let f s; t 2 Fs; t be an homogeneous polynomial.
(i) If gcdf s; t; tdf   tp then there is one and only one polynomial hs 2
Fs such that f s; t  tpdhhs=t. Let f1s; t  tp1dh1h1s=t and f2s; t 
tp2dh2h2s=t be homogeneous polynomials.
(ii) hs  h1sh2s if and only if f1s; tf2s; t  tp1p2dhhs=t.
(iii) f1s; t j f2s; t if and only if p16 p2 and h1s j h2s.
(iv) If hs  lcmh1s; h2s and q  maxfp1; p2g then
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lcmf1s; t; f2s; t  tqdhhs=t:
Proof. (i) Bearing in mind that Fs; t is a Unique Factorization Domain, if
gcdf s; t; tdf   tp then there is one and only one homogeneous polynomial
gs; t such that f s; t  tpgs; t and gcdgs; t; t  1. Put hs  gs; 1. It
can be easily seen that gs; t  tdhhs=t and then f s; t  tpdhhs=t. The
uniqueness is immediate. (ii), (iii) and (iv) are easy consequences of (i). We only
prove (iv). Put fis; t  tpi gis; t with gcdgis; t; t  1 for i  1; 2. Then
lcmf1s; t; f2s; t  lcmtp1 ; tp2lcmg1s; t; g2s; t
 tqlcmg1s; t; g2s; t  tqms; t
and
ms; 1  lcmg1s; 1; g2s; 1  lcmh1s; h2s:
So hs  ms; 1. But gcdms; t; t  1. Therefore ms; t  tdhhs=t. 
In the proofs of our main results we will use the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.3 ([26]). Let A;B 2 Fnn  Fnm and let k1 P    P km and a1 j . . . j
an be its controllability indices and invariant factors, respectively. Let c1 j . . . j
cnm be monic polynomials. Then there exist matrices X 2 Fnm and Y 2 Fmm
such that
At X
Bt Y
 
;
has c1; . . . ; cnm as invariant factors if and only if the following conditions hold
(i) cijaijcmi; 16 i6 n;
(ii) k1  1; k2  1; . . . ; km  1  drm; . . . ; dr1,
where
rj 
Qnj
i1 lcmaiÿj; ciQnjÿ1
i1 1cmaiÿj1; ci
; 16 j6m
and ai : 1 for i < 1.
In the following lemma the Brunovsky indices of a matrix pair will appear.
These are defined as the nonnegative integers that form the conjugate par-
tition of the controllability indices of the given pair. In other words, if
k1 P    P km are the controllability indices of A;B 2 Fnn  Fnm and we
define
ri  #fj : kj P ig; 16 i6 n;
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then r1 P    P rn P 0 are called the Brunovsky indices of A;B. These were
introduce in [3], where an explicit characterization in terms of the given pair
was provided.
Lemma 2.4 ([2]). Let A;B 2 Fnn  Fnm and let r1 P    P rn and a1 j . . . j an
be its Brunovsky indices and invariant factors, respectively. Let t1 P    P tn P 0
and c1 j . . . j cn be nonnegative integers and monic polynomials. Then there exists
a matrix Y 2 Fnp, p  t1 ÿ r1 such that A; B Y  2 Fnn  Fnmp has t1; . . . ; tn
as Brunovsky indices and c1; . . . ; cn as invariant factors if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(i)
Pn
j1 tj 
Pn
j1 dcj  n;
(ii) cijaijcip; 16 i6 n;
(iii) ti6 ri  p; 16 i6 n;
(iv)
Phq
j1tj ÿ rj ÿ qP
Ppÿq
j1 dlj; 06 q6 p;
where hq : maxfi : ti ÿ ri P qg, 06 q6 p,
lj 
Qnj
i1 lcmciÿj; aiÿpQnjÿ1
i1 lcmciÿj1; aiÿp
; 16 j6 q;
and we agree that ci : 0 for i > n and ai  ci : 1 for i < 1.
This is a simplified version of a previous and more complicated one (see Ref.
[1]). We must also remark that condition (iv) for q  0 is actually condition (i).
We have written both because of notational convenience.
3. Main results
From now on we will assume that a matrix quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 2
Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 is given with e1 P    P eq > eq1     
epq  1 as the exponents of the infinite elementary divisors, c1 P    P cr >
cr1      cn3ÿpÿq  0 as the column minimal indices, f1 P    P fs > fs1 
    fn2ÿpÿq  0 as row minimal indices, and a1 j . . . j an1pq as nonzero in-
variant factors. (Recall that the rank of the characteristic singular pencil of
A1;A2;A3;A4 is n1  p  q.)
Our first result solves the posed problem when the matrix quadruple has no
infinite elementary divisors (and then p  q  0 and A4  0):
Theorem 3.1. Let A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 be a matrix
quadruple with no infinite elementary divisors. Let c1 P    P cr > cr1     
cn3  0 its column minimal indices, f1 P    P fs > fs1      fn2  0 its row
minimal indices, and a1 j . . . j an1 its invariant factors. Let k1 P    P kn3 P 0
and c1 j . . . j cn1n2 be nonnegative integers and monic polynomials. Then there
exist matrices X 2 Fn1n2 and Y 2 Fn2n2 such that the matrix pair
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A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 as controllability indices and c1; . . . ; cn1n2 as invariant factors if
and only if the following conditions hold:
ki  ci; 16 i6 n3; 1
cijaijcin2 ; 16 i6 n1; 2
f1  1; . . . ; fn2  1  drn2; . . . ; dr1; 3
where
rj 
Qn1j
i1 lcmaiÿj; ciQn1jÿ1
i1 lcmaiÿj1; ci
; 16 j6 n2:
Proof. Assume first that k1 P    P kn3 and c1 j . . . j cn1n2 are the controlla-
bility indices and invariant factors of
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
for some matrices X and Y. By Lemma 2.1 we can assume that A1;A2;A3;A4 is
in canonical form. Then, since this matrix quadruple is assumed to have no
infinite elementary divisors, we can write:
where C  DiagfC1; . . . ;Crg, R  DiagfR1; . . . ;Rsg, E  DiagfE1; . . . ;Erg and
H  DiagfH1; . . . ;Hsg and we are using the same notation as in the canonical
form Ac1;Ac2;Ac3;Ac4 shown in the Section 2.
It is easily seen that the controllability indices of this pair are those of
C; E 0 and its nontrivial invariant factors are those of
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Notice now that C; E; 0 is a controllable matrix pair in Brunovsky canonical
form. Then its controllability indices are c1; . . . ; cn3 and the necessity of Eq. (1)
follows.
Next, the invariant factors of C; E; 0 are all equal to 1, and so, both the
matrix quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 and
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
have at least c1      cn3  c invariant factors equal to 1. Thus we have that
ai  ci  1; 16 i6 c; 4
that cc1j    jcn1n2 are the invariant factors of
and that ac1j    jan1 are those of the pair
A;B  R
t 0
0 N t
 
;
H t 0
0 0
  
: 5
This matrix pair is again in Brunovsky canonical form and f1; . . . ; fn2 are its
controllability indices. By Lemma 2.3 and bearing in mind that by Eq. (4)Qn1j
i1 lcmaiÿj; ciQn1jÿ1
i1 lcmaiÿj1; ci

Qn1ÿcj
i1 lcmaciÿj; cciQn1ÿcjÿ1
i1 lcmaciÿj1; cci
; 16 j6 n2; 6
we get the necessity of conditions (2) and (3).
Conversely, as ai  1 for i  1; . . . ; c, from Eq. (1) we have that ci  1 for
i  1; . . . ; c. Define A;B as in Eq. (5). Bearing in mind Eq. (6), by Eqs. (2) and
(3) and Lemma 2.3, we have that there are matrices X and Y such that
At X
Bt Y
 
;
has cc1j    jcn1n2 as invariant factors. Now, by condition (1)
C 0 0
0 At X
0 Bt Y
264
375; E 00 0
0 0
264
375
0B@
1CA;
has c1 j . . . j cn1n2 as invariant factors and k1 P    P kn3 as controllability
indices. 
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In order to deal with the case when the given quadruple has also infinite
elementary divisors we will adopt the notation of [5] (see also Ref. [14] for a
similar approach). Let
X  x y
z w
 
2 F22;
be an invertible matrix and define
PX sE ÿ H  sxE ÿ zH  yE ÿ wH;
for any matrix pencil sE ÿ H and
pX f s; t  f xs yt; zs wt
for any polynomial in two variables f s; t 2 Fs; t.
As a first result we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2 ([5]). Let sE ÿ H 2 Fsnm be a matrix pencil with r  ranksE ÿ H.
Let a1s; tj    jars; t be its homogeneous invariant factors. Then the homogeneous
invariant factors of PX sE ÿ H are pX a1 s; t j    jpX ars; t and the column
and row minimal indices of sE ÿ H and PX sE ÿ H are the same. Furthermore, if
there exists an element x 2 Fÿ f0g such that axÿ 1 6 0 for every root of ars; 1
(i.e. 1=x is not a root of ars; 1) and
X  1 0
x 1
 
;
then PX sE ÿ H has no infinite elementary divisors.
Lemma 3.3. Let A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 , let the rank
of its characteristic pencil be equal to r and let a1 j . . . j ar be its invariant factors.
Put n1  n2  n and n1  n3  m. Let k1 P    P kn3 and c1 j . . . j cn be non-
negative integers and monic polynomials, respectively. Assume that there exists
x 2 Fÿ f0g such that 1ÿ ax 6 0 for all roots of the polynomial ar  cn. Put
X  1 0
x 1
 
and let B1;B2;B3;B4 2 Fm1m1  Fm2m1  Fm1m3  Fm2m3 be a quadruple rep-
resentation of
PX
sIn1 ÿ A1 ÿA3
ÿA2 ÿA4
  
:
Then there exist matrices Y1 2 Fn1n2 and Y2 2 Fn2n2 such that
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A1 Y1
A2 Y2
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 as controllability indices and c1; . . . ; cn as invariant factors if and
only if there exist matrices Z1 2 Fm1m2 , Z2 2 Fm2m2 , Z3 2 Fm1n2ÿm2 and Z4 2
Fm2n2ÿm2 such that
B1 Z1
B2 Z2
 
;
B3 Z3
B4 Z4
  
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 as controllability indices and ~c1j    j~cn as invariant factors, where
~ci  xs 1dcicis=xs 1, 16 i6 n.
Proof. Assume first that there are matrices Y1, Y2 such that k1; . . . ; kn3 and c1 j
. . . j cn are the controllability indices and invariant factors of
A1 Y1
A2 Y2
 
;
A3
A4
  
:
Denote with cis; t, 16 i6 n, the homogeneous invariant factors of
As  sIn1 ÿ A1 ÿY1 ÿA3ÿA2 sIn2 ÿ Y2 ÿA4:
 
:
This matrix pencil has k1; . . . ; kn3 as column minimal indices, c1; . . . ; cn as in-
variant factors and neither infinite elementary divisors or row minimal indices.
Thus
cis; t  tdcici
s
t
 
; 16 i6 n:
Put
A1s  PX
sIn1 ÿ A1 ÿA3
ÿA2 ÿA4
  
 s In1 ÿ xA1 ÿxA3ÿxA2 ÿxA4
 
ÿ A1 A3
A2 A4
 
:
As B1;B2;B3;B4 2 Fm1m1  Fm2m1  Fm1m3  Fm2m3 is a quadruple repre-
sentation of A1s, there exist invertible matrices P 2 Fnn and Q 2 Fmm such
that
PA1sQ  s
Im1 0
0 0
 
ÿ B1 B3
B2 B4
 
: 7
According to Lemma 3.2 this matrix pencil has no infinite elementary di-
visors (and therefore B4  0) and so m1 P n1. Let
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A2s  PX s
In1 0 0
0 In2 0
 
ÿ A1 Y1 A3
A2 Y2 A4
  
 s In1 ÿ xA1 ÿxY1 ÿxA3ÿxA2 In2 ÿ xY2 ÿxA4
 
ÿ A1 Y1 A3
A2 Y2 A4
 
:
This pencil is strictly equivalent to
A3s  s
In1 ÿ xA1 ÿxA3 ÿxY1
ÿxA2 ÿxA4 In2 ÿ xY2
 
ÿ A1 A3 Y1
A2 A4 Y2
 
and to
A4s  PA3s
Q 0
0 In2
 
 s Im1 0 X1
0 0 X2
 
ÿ B1 B3 X3
B2 B4 X4
 
;
where X2;X4 2 Fnÿm1n2 . Since 1ÿ ax 6 0 for all roots of cn, we conclude by
Lemma 3.2 that A4s has neither infinite elementary divisors or row minimal
indices. Hence
Im1 0 X1
0 0 X2
 
;
is a row full rank matrix. There is a nonsingular matrix Q1 2 Fn2n2 such that
X2Q1  Inÿm1 0 2 Fnÿm1n2
and
A4s
Im1 0 ÿX1Q1
0 Imÿm1 0
0 0 Q1
264
375  s Im1 0 0 0
0 0 Inÿm1 0
 
ÿ B1 B3 Z1 Z3
B2 B4 Z2 Z4
 
:
Finally, by permuting columns we can bring this matrix to the form
A5s 
sIm1 ÿ B1 ÿZ1 ÿB3 ÿZ3
ÿB2 sInÿm1 ÿ Z2 ÿB4 ÿZ4
 
;
with Z3 2 Fm1m1ÿn1 and Z4 2 Fnÿm1m1ÿn1. (Notice that n2 ÿ m2 
n2 ÿ nÿ m1  m1 ÿ n1). As a conclusion we have that A5s is strictly
equivalent to A2s, which according to Lemma 3.2 has the same column
minimal indices as As and its homogeneous invariant factors are
~c1s; t; . . . ; ~cns; t, where
~cis; t  pX cis; t  cis; xs t
 xs tdcici
s
xs t
 
; 16 i6 n:
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Hence the invariant factors of A5s are ~ci  ~cis; 1, 16 i6 n. So, k1; . . . ; kn3
and ~c1; . . . ; ~cn are the controllability indices and invariant factors of
B1 Z1
B2 Z2
 
;
B3 Z3
B4 Z4
  
:
Conversely, assume that this matrix pair has k1; . . . ; kn3 and ~c1; . . . ; ~cn as
controllability indices and invariant factors for some matrices Zi, i  1; 2; 3; 4.
Put
B1s 
sIm1 ÿ B1 ÿZ1 ÿB3 ÿZ3
ÿB2 sInÿm1 ÿ Z2 ÿB4 ÿZ4
 
and
B2s 
sIm1 ÿ B1 ÿB3 ÿZ1 ÿZ3
ÿB2 B4 sInÿm1 ÿ Z2 Z4
 
:
These matrix pencils are strictly equivalent. Let P and Q be the matrices of Eq.
(7). Then
Pÿ1B2s
Qÿ1 0
0 In2
 
 s In1 ÿ xA1 ÿxA3 L1ÿxA2 ÿxA4 L2
 
ÿ A1 A3 L3
A2 A4 L4
 
;
which is strictly equivalent to
B3s  s
In1 ÿ xA1 L1 ÿxA3
ÿxA2 L2 ÿxA4
 
ÿ A1 L3 A3
A2 L4 A4
 
:
Now, set
B4s  PXÿ1B3s  s
In1 L1  xL3 0
0 L2  xL4 0
 
ÿ A1 L3 A3
A2 L4 A4
 
:
Bearing in mind that PX and pX are invertible transformations and
PX ÿ1  PXÿ1 , pX ÿ1  pXÿ1 (see Lemma 6 of [5]) we have that, by Lemma 3.2,
k1; . . . ; kn3 and c1s; t; . . . ; cns; t are the column minimal indices and homo-
geneous invariant factors of B4s, and has no infinite elementary divisor. We
conclude then that ci  cis; 1 are its invariant factors. Furthermore, B4s has
no row minimal indices too. Hence L2  xL4 2 Fn2n2 is a full rank matrix. Thus
there is a nonsingular matrix Q2 2 Fn2n2 such that L2  xL4Q2  In2 and the
lemma follows like in the previous part. 
We can prove now our main result. We will assume that F is infinite al-
though this assumption is also made in order to ensure that there is an x 2 Fÿ
f0g such that 1ÿ ax 6 0 for all roots of a given polynomial. This is, of course
true, if F is infinite, but it could remain true for other fields depending. of
course, on the field and on the given polynomial.
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Theorem 3.4. Let A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3  Fn2n3 be a qua-
druple with c1 P    P cr > cr1      cn3ÿpÿq  0 as column minimal indices,
f1 P    P fs > fs1      fn2ÿpÿq  0 as row minimal indices,
e1 P    P eq > eq1      eqp  1 as exponents of the infinite elementary
divisors and a1 j . . . j an1pq as nonzero invariant factors. Put n  n1  n2, m 
n1  n3 and m1  n1  p  q. Let k1 P    P krpq > krpq1      kn3  0
and c1 j . . . j cn be given nonnegative integers and monic polynomials, respec-
tively. Then there exist matrices X 2 Fn1n2 and Y 2 Fn2n2 such that the pair
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 as controllability indices and c1; . . . ; cn as invariant factors if and
only if the following conditions hold:Xn3
j1
kj 
Xn
j1
dcj  n; 8
ci j ai j cin2 ; 16 i6 n1  p  q; 9
f1  1; . . . ; fnÿm1  1  g  denÿm1; . . . ; de1; 10
kipq6 ci; 16 i6 n3 ÿ p ÿ q; 11
Xhu
j1
rj ÿ sj ÿ uP
Xpqÿu
j1
epqÿj1  drj; 06 u6 p  q; 12
where
(i) ej  
Qm1j
i1 lcmaiÿj; ci=
Qm1jÿ1
i1 lcmaiÿj1; ci; 16 j6 nÿ m1  n2
ÿp ÿ q.
(ii) rj  
Qnj
i1 lcmciÿj; aiÿn2=
Qnjÿ1
i1 lcmciÿj1; aiÿn2; 16 j6 p  q.
(iii) r1; . . . ; rn and s1; . . . ; sn are the conjugate partitions of k1; . . . ; kn3 and
c1; . . . ; cr, respectively.
(iv) hu : maxfi : ri ÿ si P ug, 06 u6 p  q,
(v) g : nÿPrj1 cj ÿPpqj1 ej ÿPnj1 dlcmcj; ajÿnm1P 0, and
(vi) ci : 0 for i > n, and ai  ci : 1 for i < 1.
Remark. We must remark that the given matrix quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 may
lack some of the invariants. For example, n  m1 means that it does not have
row minimal indices. In this case we must understand that condition (10)
vanishes. Also, if n3  p  q then A1;A2;A3;A4 has no column minimal in-
dices, condition (11) vanishes, sj  1 for 16 j6 n and condition (12) must be
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modified accordingly. In any case, we should bear in mind that the following
overall implicit hypothesis, relating the sizes of the quadruples blocks and the
invariants, is satisfied:
Xn1pq
i1
dai 
Xpq
i1
ei 
Xr
i1
ci 
Xs
i1
fi  m1  n1  p  q:
This fact will be used in the second part of the proof.
Proof. As F is infinite we can assume that for every root, a, of am1  cn there is
x 2 Fÿ f0g such that xaÿ 1 6 0. Let
X  1 0
x 1
 
and consider the pencil
Bs  PX
sIn1 ÿ A1 ÿA3
ÿA2 ÿA4
  
:
By applying Lemma 3.2 this pencil has no infinite elementary divisors and m1 
n1  p  q  rankBs is the number of its nonzero invariant factors. Let
B1;B2;B3;B4 2 Fm1m1  Fm2m1  Fm1m3  Fm2m3 be a quadruple representa-
tion of Bs, m2  nÿ m1  s and m3  mÿ m1  r. By Lemma 3.3 the theorem
will follow if we prove that conditions (8)–(12) are necessary and sucient for
the existence of matrices X 2 Fm1m2 , Y 2 Fm2m2 , Z 2 Fm1pq and T 2 Fm2pq
such that the matrix pair
A;B  B1 X
B2 Y
 
;
B3 Z
B4 T
  
;
has k1; . . . ; kn3 as controllability indices and ~c1 j . . . j ~cn as invariant factors, ~ci
being the polynomial xs 1dcicis=xs 1.Notice that by Lemma 3.2 the
invariant factors of B1;B2;B3;B4 are
~am1ÿi1s  xs 1eidam1ÿi1am1ÿi1
s
xs 1
 
; 16 i6m1;
where we agree that ei : 0, for i > m1 ÿ n1  p  q.
Set
am1ÿi1s; t  teidam1ÿi1am1ÿi1
s
t
 
; 16 i6m1;
cis; t  tdcici
s
t
 
; 16 i6 n:
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By Lemma 2.2, we have that cijai if and only if cijai and bearing in mind that
an1s; t  tdan1 an1s=t and that cis  0 for i > n1  n2 we have that aijcin2
for 16 i6 n1  p  q if and only if ais; tjcin2s; t for 16 i6 n1  p  q. Thus
condition (9) is equivalent to
cis; tjais; tjcin2s; t; 16 i6 n1  p  q: 13
Put
ejs; t 
Qm1j
i1 lcmaiÿjs; t; cis; tQm1jÿ1
i1 lcmaiÿj1s; t; cis; t
; 16 j6 nÿ m1
and
rjs; t 
Qnj
i1 lcmciÿjs; t; aiÿn2s; tQnjÿ1
i1 lcmciÿj1s; t; aiÿn2s; t
; 16 j6 p  q:
These are polynomials provided that Eq. (13) holds.
Let us show that
eis; t  tdeiei st
 
; 16 i6 nÿ m1;
and
ris; t  tem1ÿn1ÿi1driri st
 
; 16 i6m1 ÿ n1:
In fact, bearing in mind that gcdcns; t; t  1, we have that for
j  0; . . . ; nÿ m1Ym1j
i1
lcmaiÿjs; t; cis; t 
Yj
i1
cis; t
Ym1
i1
lcmais; t; cjis; t
 te1epq
Yj
i1
cis; t
Ym1
i1
lcmtdaiai st
 
; cjis; t
 te1epq
Ym1j
i1
lcmtdaiÿjaiÿj st
 
; tdcici
s
t
 
:
Thus
es; t 
Qm1j
i1 lcmaiÿjs; t; cis; tQm1jÿ1
i1 lcmaiÿj1s; t; cis; t

Qm1j
i1 lcmtdaiÿjaiÿj st
ÿ 
; tdcici
s
t
ÿ Qm1jÿ1
i1 lcmtdaiÿj1aiÿj1 st
ÿ 
; tdcici
s
t
ÿ 
 tdeiej st
 
;
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where the last identity follows from Lemma 2.2.
Similarly, as ci  ai  1 for i < 1 and p  q  m1 ÿ n16 nÿ n1  n2, it fol-
lows that ciÿj  aiÿn2  1 for 06 i6 j6 p  q. Thus, for j  0; . . . ; p  qYnj
i1
lcmciÿjs; t; aiÿn2s; t 
Yn
i1
lcmcis; t; aijÿn2s; t:
 tepqepqÿj1
Yn
i1
lcmcis; t; tdaijÿn2 aijÿn2
s
t
 

and so, again by Lemma 2.2
rs; t 
Qnj
i1 lcmciÿjs; t; aiÿn2s; tQnjÿ1
i1 lcmciÿj1s; t; aiÿn2s; t
 tepqÿj1
Qnj
i1 lcmtdciÿjciÿj st
ÿ 
; tdaiÿn2 aiÿn2
s
t
ÿ Qnjÿ1
i1 lcmtciÿj1ciÿj1; tdaiÿn2 aiÿn2 st
ÿ 
 tepqÿj1 tdrjrj st
 h i
:
Finally, define
~ei  pX eis; 1  xs 1deiei sxs 1
 
; 16 i6 nÿ m1;
~ri  pX ris; 1  xs 1epqÿi1driri sxs 1
 
; 16 i6 p  q:
By Lemma 7 of [5] we have that the condition (13) (and then (9)) is equivalent to
pX cijpX aijpX cin2; 16 i6 n1  p  q
and bearing in mind that gcdci; t  1 and gcdai; t  1, we conclude that, by
Lemma 2.2, condition (9) is equivalent to
~cij~aij~cinÿn1 ; 16 i6m1:
Also by Lemma 7 of [5] we have that
~ej 
Qm1j
i1 lcmpX aiÿjs; 1; pX cis; 1Qm1jÿ1
i1 lcmPX aiÿj1s; 1; pX cis; 1

Qm1j
i1 lcm~aiÿj; ~ciQm1jÿ1
i1 lcm~aiÿj1; ~ci
; 16 j6 nÿ m1 14
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and
~rj 
Qnj
i1 lcmpX ciÿjs; 1; pX aiÿnn1s; 1Qnjÿ1
i1 lcmPX ciÿj1s; 1; pX aiÿnn1s; 1

Qnj
i1 lcm~ciÿj; ~aiÿnn1Qnjÿ1
i1 lcm~ciÿj1; ~aiÿnn1
; 16 j6 p  q: 15
Therefore, bearing in mind that by Lemma 3.2 quadruples A1;A2;A3;A4 and
B1;B2;B3;B4 have the same column and row minimal indices we can conclude
that conditions (8), (9), (10) and (12) are, respectively equivalent to the fol-
lowing ones (as all polynomials from now on will be on one variable s, we will
drop out the argument):Xn3
j1
kj 
Xn
j1
d~cj  n; 16
~ci j~aij ~cinÿn1 ; 16 i6m1; 17
f1  1; . . . ; fnÿm1  1  g  d~enÿm1; . . . ; d~e1; 18
Xhu
j1
rj ÿ sj ÿ uP
Xm1ÿn1ÿu
j1
d~rj; 06 u6m1 ÿ n1: 19
We will prove that conditions (11) and (16)–(19) are necessary and sucient
for the existence of polynomials d1 j . . . j dn such that the following conditions
are fulfilled:
di j~aij dinÿm1 ; 16 i6m1; 20
f1  1; . . . ; fnÿm1  1  dfnÿm1; . . . ; df1; 21
Xn
i1
ri 
Xn
i1
d~ci  n; 22
~ci jdij ~cim1ÿn1 ; 16 i6 n; 23
ri6 si  m1 ÿ n1; 16 i6 n; 24
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Xhu
j1
rj ÿ sj ÿ uP
Xm1ÿn1ÿu
j1
dhj; 06 u6m1 ÿ n1; 25
where
fj 
Qm1j
i1 lcm~aiÿj; diQm1jÿ1
i1 lcm~aiÿj1; di
; 16 j6 nÿ m1
and
hj 
Qnj
i1 lcm~ciÿj; diÿm1n1Qnjÿ1
i1 lcm~ciÿj1; diÿm1n1
; 16 j6m1 ÿ n1:
This will prove the theorem because by Theorem 3.4, Eqs. (20) and (21) are
necessary and sucent conditions for the existence of matrices X 2 Fm1m2 , Y 2
Fm2m2 such that
B1 X
B2 Y
 
;
B3
B4
  
has d1; . . . ; dn as invariant factors and c1; . . . ; cr as controllability indices, and
by Lemma 2.4, (recall that krm1ÿn1 > krm1ÿn11  0 and then r1 ÿ s1  m1 ÿ n1)
conditions (22)–(25) are necessary and sucient for the existence of matrices
Z 2 Fm1m1ÿn1 and T 2 Fm2m1ÿn1 such that the matrix pair
B1 X
B2 Y
 
;
B3 Z
B4 T
  
has k1; . . . ; kn3 as controllability indices and ~c1; . . . ~cn as invariant factors.
Assume that there are polynomials d1 j . . . j dn satisfying Eqs. (20)–(25).
Then conditions (16) and (11) are clearly equivalent to Eqs. (22) and (24),
respectively, and by Eqs. (20) and (23), condition (17) follows at once. Next, for
j  1; . . . ; nÿ m1
Yj
i1
~ei 
Qm1j
i1 lcm~aiÿj; ~ciQm1
i1 ~ai
;
Yj
i1
fi 
Qm1j
i1 lcm~aiÿj; diQm1
i1 ~ai
;
and for j  1; . . . ;m1 ÿ n1
Yj
i1
~ri 
Qnj
i1 lcm~ciÿj; ~aiÿnn1Qn
i1 ~ci
;
Yj
i1
hi 
Qnj
i1 lcm~ciÿj; diÿm1n1Qn
i1 ~ci
:
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From Eqs. (23) and (20), ~ci j di and ~aiÿnn1 j diÿm1n1 , respectively. Thus
Xj
i1
dfiP
Xj
i1
d~ei; 16 j6 nÿ m1 26
and
Xj
i1
dhiP
Xj
i1
d~ri; 16 j6m1 ÿ n1: 27
As f1 j . . . j fnÿm1 (see for example Ref. [9]) we conclude that
dfnÿm1; . . . ; df1  v d~enÿm1; . . . ; d~e1; 28
where v Pnÿm1i1 dfi ÿPnÿm1i1 d~ei. Now recalling that
m1 
Xr
i1
ci 
Xnÿm1
i1
fi 
Xpq
i1
ei 
Xm1
i1
dai
that d~ei  dei, 16 i6 nÿ m1, that by Eq. (26), v P 0, and using Eq. (21) we
have that
06 v  nÿ m1 
Xnÿm1
i1
fi ÿ
Xnÿm1
i1
dei
 nÿ m1 
Xnÿm1
i1
fi ÿ
Xnÿm1
i1
dlcmaiÿnm1 ; ci 
Xm1
i1
dai
 nÿ
Xr
i1
ci ÿ
Xpq
i1
ei 
Xnÿm1
i1
dlcmaiÿnm1 ; ci  g:
Hence condition (18) follows. Finally Eq. (19) is a consequence of Eqs. (25) and
(27).
Conversely, assume now that conditions (11) and (16)–(19) hold. Let
d0i  lcm~ci; ~aiÿnm1; 16 i6 n:
From Eqs. (19) and (16) and taking into account that ~ci  ~ai  1 for i < 1, we
have that
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Xn
j1
rj ÿ sj P
Xm1ÿn1
j1
d~rj 
Xnm1ÿn1
j1
dlcm~cjÿm1n1 ; ~ajÿnn1 ÿ
Xn
j1
d~cj

Xn
j1
dlcm~cj; ~ajÿnm1 ÿ
Xn
j1
d~cj 
Xn
j1
dd0j 
Xn3
j1
kj ÿ n

Xn
j1
dd0j 
Xn
j1
rj ÿ n:
Thus Xn
j1
dd0j6 nÿ
Xn
j1
sj:
Furthermore if n  m1 the given matrix quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 has no row
minimal indices. So (recall the remark preceding the proof of this theorem)
n  m1 
Xr
i1
ci 
Xpq
i1
ei 
Xm1
i1
dai 
Xn
i1
si 
Xn
i1
d~ai:
On the other hand, if n  m1 by Eq. (17) we get that d0i  ~ai. Therefore, in this
case we have thatXn
j1
dd0j  nÿ
Xn
j1
sj:
Let l be a monic polynomial such that dl  nÿPnj1 sj ÿPnj1 dd0j and
define
di  d0i; 16 i6 nÿ 1;
dn  ld0n:
These polynomials are monic, it easily seen that d1 j    j dn andXn
j1
ddj 
Xn
j1
sj  n: 29
Notice that dl  g and that if n  m1 then l  1. Now, by definition ~ai j
dinÿm1 and if m1 < n then di  d0i j ~ai for i  1; . . . ;m1 because by Eq. (17) we
have that ~ci j ~ai and ~aiÿnm1 j ~ai. Next, if m1  n then we have already seen that
di  d0i  ~ai, 16 i6 n  m1. Thus condition (20) is satisfied.
On the other hand, by definition ~ci j d0i, 16 i6 n, and by Eq. (17)
~aiÿnm1 j ~cim1ÿn1 . So di j ~cim1ÿn1 for 16 i6 n, and Eq. (23) follows.
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We claim now that fj  ~ej, 16 j6 nÿ m1 ÿ 1 and fnÿm1  l~enÿm1 . In fact, for
16 j6 nÿ m1 ÿ 1Ym1j
i1
lcm~aiÿj; di 
Ym1j
i1
lcm~aiÿj; ~ci; ~aiÿnm1 
Ym1j
i1
lcm~aiÿj; ~ci
because j < nÿ m1, andYn
i1
lcm~ciÿnm1 ; di 
Yn
i1
lcm~aiÿnm1 ; l~ci; l~aiÿnm1  l
Yn
i1
lcm~aiÿnm1 ; ~ci :
From these two equalities our claim can be easily proven. One can see similarly
that ~rj  hj for j  1; . . . ;m1 ÿ n1 ÿ 1.
Now we can prove that conditions (21), (22), (24) and (25) are fulfilled.
Indeed we have already seen that Eqs. (22) and (24) are, respectively equivalent
to Eqs. (16) and (11). As dl  g, fj  ~ej, 16 j6 nÿ m1 ÿ 1 and
fnÿm1  lenÿm1 , Eq. (21) follows from Eq. (18), and condition (25) is a conse-
quence of Eq. (19) for 16 u6m1 ÿ n1 because ~rj  hj for 16 j6m1 ÿ n1 ÿ 1.
Finally, from Eqs. (16) and (29) we conclude thatXn
j1
rj 
Xn
j1
d~cj  n 
Xn
j1
sj 
Xn
j1
ddj:
Thus Xn
j1
rj ÿ sj 
Xn
j1
ddj ÿ
Xn
j1
d~cj 
Xm1ÿn1
j1
dhj
and condition (25) also holds for u  0. 
In Theorem 3.1 we characterized the possible feedback invariants of
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
for all possible elections of X 2 Fn1n2 and Y 2 Fn2n2 when A1;A2;A3;A4 has
no infinite elementary divisors. Our next results deals with the opposite situ-
ation:
Corollary 3.5. Let us assume that A1;A2;A3;A4 2 Fn1n1  Fn2n1  Fn1n3 
Fn2n3 has only infinite elementary divisors and let their exponents be
e1 P    P eq > eq1      epq  1. Then there exist matrices X 2 Fn1n2 and
Y 2 Fn2n2 such that
A1 X
A2 Y
 
;
A3
A4
  
30
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has c1 j . . . j cn1n2 as invariant factors and k1 P    P kn3 as controllability in-
dices if and only if the following conditions hold:
ci  1; 16 i6 n1  n2; 31
ki  0; p  q 16 i6 n3; 32
k1; . . . ; kpq  e1; . . . ; epq; 33
Proof. Let us check first the sizes. As A1;A2;A3;A4 has neither minimal indices
or nontrivial invariant factors we have that
n1 
Xq
i1
ei ÿ 1:
Then
m1  n1  p  q 
Xq
i1
ei  p 
Xpq
i1
ei  n;
n3 P p  q and r  n3 ÿ p ÿ q. Thus Eq. (9) is equivalent to Eq. (31), ri  1 for
i  1; . . . ; nÿ n1 and Eq. (10) vanishes because n  m1. Next, since ci  0 for
i  1; . . . ; r  n3 ÿ p ÿ q, condition (11) is equivalent to (32). Finally, condi-
tion (12) is equivalent to
Xhu
j1
rj ÿ uP
Xpqÿu
j1
epqÿj1; 06 u6 p  q:
Notice thatXhu
j1
rj ÿ u 
X
rj P u
rj ÿ u 
Xpq
ju1
kj:
Then Eq. (12) is equivalent toXpq
iu
ki P
Xpq
iu
ei; 16 u6 p  q:
Therefore condition (33) is equivalent to conditions (8) and (12). 
The reader can easily take from Theorem 3.4 necessary and sucient con-
ditions for the matrix pair in Eq. (30) to be in a prescribed feedback equiva-
lence class in the case when the given matrix quadruple A1;A2;A3;A4 lacks
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some invariants dierent from the ones considered in Theorem 3.1 and the
above Corollary.
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